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IFLA Europe is the European Region of the International Federation of

Landscape Architects

34 National Associations, professional landscape

architects associations/organisations

20.000 members– Landscape Architects practicing in a very wide range of

activities.

European Region of IFLA World, global organisation with 77 members

Cooperation and partnership with many European and International

organisations such as European Commission, Council of Europe, Architects

Council Europe, ELCA-European Landscape Contractors' Association etc.

IFLA Europe is official EU New European Bauhaus Initiative Partner.

IFLA EUROPE



General about IFLA Europe
•to emphasize the role that Landscape Architect play in fighting climate challenges as fundamental in order to secure a 
sustainable future

•to provide sustainable, resilient landscape design, planning and management necessary for fighting climate changes and 
challenges

•to consult and collaborate with the European Union, the Council of Europe and other appropriate organizations in the 
planning, preparation, promotion, instigation, monitoring and assessment of all programs , directives and accords relating 
to the natural, semi-natural and man-made landscape and environment;

•to participate, develop and contribute to discussions related to New European Bauhaus, EU Urban agenda and offer 
solutions for sustainable urban development

IFLA EUROPE-Related Objectives



2022 IFLA Europe Exhibition: Re-considering Nature

The IFLA Europe exhibition “Re-Considering Nature” will present projects conceived and
created in close connection with nature. It will include large and small-scale implemented
landscape architecture projects showing the forces of nature as well as exposing nature’s
rights, role and importance.

The exhibition will present an overview of realised landscape architecture projects from all
over Europe which are realised in harmony with nature and using nature-based solutions.
Implemented projects will show work of landscape architects working either individually
or in multidisciplinary teams. Realised projects will promote environmental as well as
aesthetic value.



www.ifla.europe.eu

IFLA Europe Website

http://www.ifla.europe.eu/


Healing landscapes: 
A landscape architect's approach
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Human health

Human health is defined as a state of complete physical, 
psychological and social well-being, and not only a state 
without any disease or physical disorder (World Health 
Organization (WHO).

It is necessary to consider the interconnection of physical and 
mental factors that influence each other. 

Natural environment or an environment with a predominance 
of natural elements can influence not only the physical but 
also the psychological state of a person as a positive factor in 
the creation of spaces. 

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou



Landscape

The landscape wheel from Landscape Character Assessment
Guidance for England and Scotland. Countryside Agency, 2002.

Urban Landscape Heritage and Local Community Empowerment: Saida Urban 
Sustainable Development. Jala Makhzoumi, 2015

Landscape is not an abstract world to gaze at from a 

distance, but to be part of. This links to the tendency to 

experience nature and the power and beauty of natural 

forces; we are invited to engage ourselves with our

environment.

Jardirk Hoekstra.



Landscape

Political and social inequalities leave their mark on the landscape. Photo: Johnny Miller. Topos 106| Healing Landscapes 2019



Landscape

Landscapes intended to have a positive effect on people lie directly to those that are neglected and have a negative impact on the health of their inhabitants. 
Photo: Johnny Miller. Topos 106| Healing Landscapes 2019



Landscape

Landscape is among the casualties of war, through 
deliberate acts of destruction or collateral damage, or 
because, during conflicts, governments fail to control 
and manage natural resources.

A holistic approach of healing and rebuilding is needed.

Migrant camp in Lesbos. Euronews 2021.

The port city of Mariupol has been left in ruins by Russian bombardment. The Times, 2022.



Humans play a role in healing the landscape, and, in turn, it can heal us. 

If we are to accept this mutual responsibility, we must approach our 
designs holistically.

Topos 106| Healing Landscapes 2019

The city landscape is a complex organism, and just like the human body

its good health is dependent on general awareness and specialist

intervention when necessary.



A healthy cityscape  is one that offers “a physical and built environment that supports health, 

recreation and wellbeing, safety, social interaction, easy mobility, a sense of pride and cultural 

identity, and that is accessible to the needs of all its citizens.”

➢ Design with Restoration in mind 

➢ Design spaces for multi generations 

➢ Partner with Community 

➢ Design as a health prevention 

➢ Design with social/physical distance in mind 

➢ Design with multiple uses and users in mind 

The Slovenian Association of Landscape architects
Cold Places for Hot Planet 2021: planning for climate change-resilient cities. 5th October 2021. 

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou



Climate change and Covid-19 have brought into very sharp focus many aspects of city life, not 

the least of which is the relationship between the green infrastructure of cities, the quality of 

life and the health and well-being of the residents (Council of Europe, 2021)

The Slovenian Association of Landscape architects
Cold Places for Hot Planet 2021: planning for climate change-resilient cities. 5th October 2021. 

This situation forced many people to reconnect with the environment in their immediate vicinity and their 

surrounding landscape, and to some extent to re-inhabit their own bodies. 

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou@ Intermountain healthcare



The role of Landscape Architects in the sustainable design

The Slovenian Association of Landscape architects
Cold Places for Hot Planet 2021: planning for climate change-resilient cities. 5th October 2021. 

Landscape, Nature and the disciplines working with Nature are the key factors for our European cities



Landscape architects are:

- creating healthier landscapes that support

the health and wellbeing of individuals,

and communities

- Dealing with the interventions related to

climate change and climate adaptation

- Water systems for greener cities and

reduction of energy consumption

- Creating resilient communities

Landscape Architects



Landscape Architects as many health-related fields take first a broad and holistic view of the 
world and of human health and well being.

Connecting people with nature improves human health and well-being.

We should always ask “ what kind of landscapes best promote the health of our children?

Landscape Architects

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou



A synergy?

A true synergy between public health professionals and Landscape Architects:

both are interested about the environmental effects health and wellbeing and Landscape Architects

can help to understand, plan and manage the landscape for this purpose.

Creator: monkeybusinessimages | Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
Copyright: Mark Bowden

@ Didier Vancutsem



https://www.iflaworld.com/knowledge-hub

We should work, bearing in mind the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

https://www.iflaworld.com/knowledge-hub

If we are to achieve the SDGs, we need to act boldly and urgently to reduce the risks that environmental degradation and 
climate change present for conflict and commit to protecting our planet from the debilitating effects of war.

Healing the landscape



Bringing nature into the city, means thinking about living Material. 

The Landscape Architect’s approach 

Landscape architecture can amplify the relationship between mind and body through movement, learning 

experience and active interactions

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou



Landscape Architects fulfill people’s needs to reconnect with nature by designing & transforming underused
land to produce clean water and clean air, good microclimates and good food.

The Landscape Architect’s approach 

#Exposition #AgenceTer #SolsVivantsTER_CONFERENCE_SOLS VIVANTS

Amplify biodiversity and societal 
prosperity, fostering resilient 

communities better prepared for a 
changing climate.

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou

https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/exposition
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/agenceter
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/solsvivants


connecting city and nature

Park Lingezegen, Netherlands. Berdie Olthof and Nanne Bouma (Feddes|Olthof 
Landschapsarchitecten - Masterplan and De Woerdt); Jeroen Bosch and Tim de Weerd 
(Veenenbos en Bosch Landschapsarchitecten - Het Waterrijk); Abe Veenstra Landschapsarchitect 
- De Park; Astrid Harsveld

Parc Agricole de Vernand, FABRIQUES Architectures 
Paysages, Rémi et Pierre JANIN/Association Polyculture

New forms of 
landscape both 
nourishing, 
environmental and 
shared with societies.  
We can “make 
landscape” while 
seeking an agricultural 
performance.

Murg-Auen-Park, Frauenfield, Staufer & Hasler Architekten AG 
| BSA SIA Bauherrschaft

Artificial elements 
complement the 
“natural” elements.

An interdisciplinary 
approach proposes a 
strategy to ensure the 
continued existence of 
the site. 

RENATURATION OF THE RIVER AIRE| Georges Descombes und Atelier Descombes & 
Rampini, Genf; Julien Descombes, Greg Bussien - architecture and landscape architecture)

Reconstitution 
of an extensive 
natural
environment



Garden of Science and Technology Center, Ostrava-Vitkovice-Czech Republic

Coexistence and harmony between human creativity and natural process

Highline Park, New York, USA

The Highline Project captured 
the public’ s imagination and 
helped redefine and globally 
influence what urban green 
space can be

Olympic Park, London|Hangraves John. 

Thinking of the city as the habitat for all species and not only for people, can 
establish a more symbiotic relationship between buildings, land and nature, 
creating exciting functions of landscape and building. Marta Pozo Gil, Myrov, AD 
(2012)

A key objective of the development of the Olympic Park in London was to leave a valuable legacy of open space and 
biodiversity to act as a catalyst for the regeneration of this area.



Transforming the former modernist recreational areas into  productive landscapes, in New 
Sarajevo. Credits: Haris Piplas

To promote an integrated nature-culture 

approach that highlight the linkages between 

the ecological and social values and functions 

of land and other natural resources, and the 

connections between production and 

consumption, in ways that promote low carbon, 

healthy lifestyles in harmony with nature.

The Landscape Architect’s approach 



The interest in the natural environment and health has again increased recently, though the creation of gardens for healing 
purposes goes back a much further than that. 

Topos 106| Healing Landscapes 2019

Healed by the landscape



Due to the effects on psyche and health, healing and therapeutic landscape design is primarily intended for various 
medical facilities, sanatoriums, healing spas or retirement homes. 

Healed by the landscape
How can Landscape Architects create landscapes that have healing effects on people?

Nature, green vegetation and a garden have a positive 
effect on the human psyche, senses and health. 

The presence of a healing garden can serve as an
additional part of a treatment

Mental map of healing garden philosophy. Ingrid Belčáková, Pavla Galbavá,
Martina Majorošová, 2018. 



The design emphasizes sense stimulation 
through color, smells and shapes

A treatment center for adults with physical and mental 

disabilities.

The garden includes intimate spots for all seasons, for 

group activities and areas for physical activities (e.g. 

balance exercise). 

SENSORY GARDEN MAGNETEN  |Copenhagen DK. Credit: Masu Planning



Combination of Art and Nature

RIGA CENTER OF PSYCHIATRY AND NARCOLOGY, EXHIBITION: RARKANDAUGAVA-GARDEN

Using the premises of the abandoned building for the exhibition before the 
reconstruction, inviting artists who had a direct or indirect connection with the 
center to participate. 

The idea of the garden as a central motif and link between the works of art in the 
exhibition came quickly and naturally. In parallel, the concept for the development 
of the garden was developed. The plants went from the exposition to the wards 
and the garden of the future

Photo credits: K.Sisejeva, K.Madjare, I,Stūre



The garden transforms with the seasons of the year and offers satisfaction to 

all the senses. Colors, aromas, sounds and tastes combine harmoniously and 

complete the puzzle of history, psychiatric reform, ecological approach that 

compose the overall image of the estate.

"The caserma of herbs" is a visitable farm created with great passion by the 
Social Cooperative of the Dodecanese Department of Mental Health in Leros, 
Greece.

https://www.caserma.gr/en/index.html

Nature and society

A multi-functional space for all kinds of 
activities. A small exhibition of beekeeping 

and local herbs.

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou

@ Katerina Gkoltsiou



We need nature as much in the city as 

in the countryside. 

Man is that uniquely conscious 

creature who can perceive and 

express. He must become the steward 

of the biosphere.

To do this he must design with nature

-Ian McHarg



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93x1dQe8fik&list=PLpMp5Yz5L5FVh_7VfRaZGCoxAVB25xUd8&index=2

https://www.masuplanning.com/project/sensory-garden-magneten/

https://www.laaab.lv/laaba-balva/pieteikumi-2019/rigas-psihiatrijas-un-narkologijas-centrs-izstade-sarkandaugava/

IFLA Europe Exhibition 2018 online: https://iflaeurope.eu/index.php/site/exhibition-projects

https://intermountainhealthcare.org/blogs/topics/live-well/2020/01/what-is-coronavirus-%28covid-19%29-and-how-can-i-prepare,-q-,/

Sources:

Thank you!

https://www.caserma.gr/en/index.html

D r.  K AT E R I N A  G K O LT S I O U | IFLA EUROPE President
Email: president@iflaeurope.eu, URL:www.iflaeurope.eu

mailto:president@iflaeurope.eu
http://www.iflaeurope.eu/

